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didn't Spock tell Kirk that Kirk was medically dead when the Enterprise was cut to pieces? When the Enterprise falls into the Genesis universe, Spock gives an

order to cut the Enterprise into pieces and attempt to escape. This is based on the premise that they're caught in the middle of a war between the Genesis
and the Romulans. Spock tells Kirk that he won't survive, so why doesn't he tell Kirk that Kirk was medically dead when the Enterprise was cut to pieces? I

understand Spock knows Kirk can't be medically dead, and I understand that Kirk didn't suffer any real injuries when the Enterprise was cut up, but I'm
interested in why Spock didn't tell Kirk that it was medically impossible for him to survive the Enterprise was attacked. A: This is never explicitly stated in
canon, but a possible reason why not could be that Spock likely believes that Kirk's life force will continue in the parallel universe. In 2233, Spock believes
that Kirk's consciousness can escape his body. KELLY: I believe you'd remember the rest of what we shared. I knew this would be a piece of cake. You were

my point man. Spock. Remember? SPOCK: I remember. You desired the Enterprise? KELLY: I did. Uhura and I shared a bond. A touch. SPOCK: I am more
interested in why you wished to see me. HICKMAN: It's kind of like a...thought experiment. SPOCK: What? HICKMAN: Ok...you and me, we are on a desert
island. The water is gone. There is only one tree on this island. The only source of water is the fruit that grows on that tree. Every day, we get the same

number of oranges as the number of days until the fruit dries up and we die of thirst.
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